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Teens Oblivious to Effects of Social Media  
By Saeri Plagmann, Clarion Staff

In an ever-evolving society, things are always changing, sometimes for the better 
and sometimes for the worst. Social media is by far the most influential and conse-
quential form of evolution that continues to expand within people’s lifetime.

According to the Child Mind Institute, CNN, The Telegraph, and the American Psy-
chological Association, social media harms the brain in more ways than one could 
imagine. The main problem lies within the fact that teenagers, the most frequent 
users of social media, fail to understand that constantly being on phones over a long 
period of time can subject them to harm. This makes informing students on what 
they are being exposed to all the more necessary, both socially and psychologically.

As a result of today’s society being dominated by all forms of social networking, 
many find it difficult to refrain from using them for less than a few hours. A recent 
student body survey at Kennedy revealed that 62% of 138 students first started us-
ing social media from the age of 11 to 13. Furthermore, 51% spend an average of 
one to five hours daily on social media, and 18% spend around six to ten hours. 

Kennedy junior Jenny Vang shared, “I personally spend about two to three hours 
on social media in one day, but for teens to be on it for over five hours is a little too 
much. They can always find something more productive to do.”

With the amount of time a majority of students are spending online, it is no wonder 
that this generation is the face of concern for parents, doctors, and teachers. Even 
during class time or while doing homework, most teenagers can be caught face deep 
into photos, videos, trending news, and messages.

Brian Gleason, an English teacher at Kennedy, has observed the rising trend in the 
use of phones among teens on campus since the fall of 2004 when he first came to 
the school. He claims the use of phones in class today are similar to what students 
did before the generation of technological devices. “It’s like what passing notes in 
class would be, but more tempting,” observed Mr. Gleason.
   
Gleason was asked to consider why teens continually resort back to their phones 
when they get bored. He replied that it was the result of ‘FOMO’, or Fear Of Miss-
ing Out. FOMO is common among all ages and is used to describe people who 
constantly need to know about the things going on around them, or even around 
their friends. According to Time News, it is a mental state of mind that makes one 
fear being left “out of the loop”, which can cause one to “keep running the digital 
hamster wheel” that never seems to stop.

Although technology only continues to advance further in the future, Gleason sug-
gests reasons for why it is used among society. “People young and old can have 
difficulty sitting in their own head space without some outside stimuli like social 
media. I believe boredom is just a struggle of one’s imagination to appreciate the 
moment.”

Many find it ironic that despite being told about the negative effects of being on 
phones for too long, teenagers still continue to use it over long periods of time on a 
daily basis. The student survey shows that about 37% of students feel social media 
has a bad effect on teens, while 26% feels that it has no effect at all. This leaves 
21% for a good effect and 15% for a combination of both.

Although the results show a majority of students understand how social media 
affects them negatively, it begs the question of why the cautions are being disre-
garded. Kennedy sophomore Thai Saechao shed some light on the topic, “I consider 
social media to be bad because it causes people to be less social.” When asked why 
teenagers continue to use it despite the cautions, he says, “We do it as a form of 
teenage rebellion; it makes people feel cooler.”

Research proves that mood disorders, depression, lowering of self-esteem, ad-
diction, and the inability to communicate directly are only some of the effects an 
individual can experience.   Continued on Page 4

Going Once, Going Twice, Kennedy Senior Auction Gone
By Christopher Wong and Dominic J Larsen, Editorial Staff 

A recent move by Kennedy administration to discontinue the Senior Auc-
tion fundraiser has caused debate between students in favor of continuing the 
fundraiser and students supporting the school’s policy of canceling the event 
permanently. This year the event was held on February 9th and 10th. 

Senior Auction has been an annual fundraiser held by student government to raise 
money for Senior Ball. In the event, seniors volunteer to be “auctioned” and then per-
form small tasks for the highest bidder for a day, such as buying lunch for the winner 
or singing. This year, the event was much smaller in scale, taking place in the Little 
Theater as opposed to the quad outside the auditorium. The event has been a Ken-
nedy tradition for over 15 years. 

However, some students compared the fundraiser to slavery and human trafficking. 
This year, one student decided that the time had come to take action against the auc-
tion. 

Lamari Johnson, a senior at Kennedy, started an online petition to gather signatures 
to end Senior Auction. “My ancestors fought for freedom, fought to not be [sic] 
enslaved,sold and separated from their family,” Johnson wrote in a description of her 
petition. She also added that Sacramento has some of the largest cases of human traf-
ficking in the country and that students should be taught to know their own worth.

“Just because something is ‘fun’ doesn’t mean it’s right,” she argued. “This event 
isn’t a necessity to our school and just because it’s been around for [sic] along time 
doesn’t mean it’s right.”

After years of the issue not being raised directly to administration, Johnson chose to 
act this year. “Now I decided to speak up because when I was a freshman I was still 
trying to ’fit in’ [sic] and get along with everyone. I transferred to Kennedy late my 
freshman year so I wasn’t very vocal and kept to myself. I didn’t have the ‘balls’ to 
stand up and express my opinion. As I got older [sic] i was able to open my eyes and 
connect [sic] thing to a larger issue,” Johnson stated in an email interview. John-
son then decided to get the administration’s attention by sitting down and speaking 
with Kennedy’s principal, David Van Natten. She wrote that she was very satisfied 
with her conversation and with the fact that administration was already debating the 
event’s cancellation.

The Clarion received the opportunity to hold a press conference with Van Natten 
to obtain solid answers about the decision to discontinue the Kennedy tradition. In 
the past, some faculty had voiced concern over the event. “Over the past six years, 
anywhere from eight to ten staff members have brought up concerns, at least as far as 
I know,” stated Van Natten. Van Natten was unable to say if any students had raised 
the issue before.

The topic was brought to the forefront of attention at multiple meetings that took 
place before the auction, but the administration decided not to act upon the issue 
until after Cougar Days had passed. The school eventually decided to end the event 
permanently. Van Natten explained the decision, “Perception can often equal reality. 
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JFK seniors Jaquari Smith and Fernando Cruz during Auction event in February. 
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Senior Auction  - Continued from Page 1
Everybody’s reality is a little bit different, so the message that someone takes from an 
event like senior auction may not be the same message that someone else receives …  
Does this event represent John F. Kennedy High School in a way that I can be proud 
of, in a way that I don’t feel like I have to explain, and in a way that I want the school 
to be represented? And I think my answer to that was—I kept coming back to that—
my answer was no, and that is what drew me to the decision that I made.”

Van Natten stated that although a huge emphasis is placed on student voice, John-
son’s petition had relatively less impact as opposed to Johnson meeting with him 
personally. Van Natten indicated that a meeting face-to-face allowed for an open 
sharing of thoughts to allow for more informed decisionmaking. 

“I think one very important piece of leadership is these two things (points to his 
ears), listening. And it’s important to listen to everybody. Everybody needs to be 
a part of the conversation. I don’t think that I have all the answers, I know that I 
don’t have all of the answers,” he explained. Van Natten acknowledged that some 
of the outside opinions may have been influenced by mischaracterized and sensa-
tionalized information.

Van Natten warned against personal attacks on Johnson or any student voicing 
his/her opinion. He reminded that ultimately, the decision was his to discontinue 
senior auction, not one student’s. The decision is final.

The most important takeaways from the event for Van Natten were listening to 
others and questioning everything.

However, concerned students were also worried about the fate of Senior Ball. Van 
Natten assured that Senior Ball would continue, “[Senior ball] is an event that I 
believe is part of high school culture: a good part, something that I want students 
to be able to experience.” Van Natten said that if not enough funds were raised, he 
would cover the costs. “The financial impact... on student activities will be zero.” 

Senior auction raised around $500 this year, according to Katalina Koloamatangi, 
ASB cabinet member. The event earned similar figures in the past. According to 
Mr. O’Flaherty, the costs to hold Senior Ball amount to roughly $30,000. Senior 
auction roughly contributes to only 1.5% of the cost of Senior Ball.

Nevertheless, the move surprised students on campus. Alexa Mark, a senior, 
volunteered to be auctioned off this year. “I volunteered because I wanted to re-
ally take advantage of doing all the senior activities since it was my last year at 
JFK. My friend and I swore to each other years ago to do it,” Mark explained. 
She found the decision to cancel the event a bit drastic. “I think a renaming of the 
event would have been good,” she suggested.

Jonathan Oen, a senior at Kennedy, started a counter petition to raise attention to 
some students’ discontent with the auction’s permanent cancellation. Oen had a 
message for those concerned about senior auction promoting low self-worth, “If 
you’re gonna base your personal value based on this auction...you should prob-
ably change your values and morals… You’re a better person than that.” Oen’s 
petition received 132 signatures. In comparison, Johnson’s petition received 204. 
From the supporter comments, it appears that a majority of Johnson’s petition’s 
signatures are not from Kennedy students, or students at all. Oen recommended 
that the situation be put to a student vote for a more accurate summary of student 
opinion.

Students commented on Oen’s petition to voice their opinions on the issue. Jack 
Parsh, class of 2017, commented, “I want the future seniors to experience what I 
have. Also, our society runs on freedom and self-choice, it is important to con-
tinue to protect that idea to keep society free.” 

Kiana Lee wrote, “Honestly people need to not get so offended. Senior auction 
is a fun tradition that is [sic] COMPLETELY voluntary and for the good of the 
class.” 

Jaquari Smith, another Kennedy senior, said, “Senior auction is for all people 
who want to participate. Race is not necessarily connected to senior auction, so 
we should not connect it. We are all humans and suggesting senior auction is rac-
ist is the same thought that puts us back, instead of pushing us forward to a place 
where race is an afterthought and we are all seen as equals and human beings.”

“I think one very important piece of leadership is these two things (points to his 
ears), listening. And it’s important to listen to everybody. Everybody needs to be 
a part of the conversation. I don’t think that I have all the answers, I know that I 
don’t have all of the answers.”

Van Natten answered one of his last questions with an important request for 
all students on campus, “It is your school, we want you to be engaged… it’s 
super important to the good of the school.” 

The principal was not aware that Teen Vogue had picked up the story. “I will 
have to check that out. It might be the first time I’ve ever read it,” he said 
with interest.

Principal Van Natten held a press conference with the Clarion staff on March 2.
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Kings Visit Makes a Difference for MLA Students
By Christopher Wong, Chief Editor

Students in Men’s Leadership Academy (MLA) received a rare opportunity to 
meet players from the Sacramento Kings on March 21st in the Little Theater to 
have an open discussion on issues affecting today’s youth. 

The Kings players saw that this type of conference is necessary in today’s dif-
ficult environment and were happy to hold a conference with Kennedy students.

“I think that sometimes gets lost in the sauce … A lot of people feel like there’s 
so many barriers out there, and so many different things out there that keep us 
from achieving our dream,” Sacramento forward Anthony Tolliver said following 
the event.

“I just think that being able to be in these situations, help out as many kids as I 
can, and just to help the dialogue continue,” Kings point guard Langston Gallo-
way explained. “It might be all around the country. It needs to continue going.”

“With what’s going on in our society right now, what has been going on for a 
while, we always want to give back and want to talk, want to have communica-
tion in terms of the way we can make a change,” point guard Temple expressed.

MLA students were excited to talk to the Kings in person. “I think it’s cool be-
cause you never get to see celebrities off the court or anything. It’s a good experi-
ence to meet some of the people who play for your team,” Diavonte Pele-Clark, a 
Kennedy junior told The Clarion. He felt encouraged to chase his dreams, despite 
police violence and the growing barriers to higher education. “I feel like they did 
a good job showing us what they did, cause they were kids too, and they told us 
how it was.”

Team rivalries dampened the excitement for some. “I’m excited that I get to meet 
NBA players, but I’m really a Lakers fan,” Anthony Chambers, another junior in 
MLA admitted.

Culinary academy also got the chance to cook for the Kings players. Trevin 
Reynolds, a Kennedy junior, recounted how culinary academy made the high-
caliber concessions a reality, “There’s a lot of us that pitched in in all of Chef 
Morgan’s culinary classes.” According to Reynolds, roughly eight hours of 
preparation were necessary for the event. “Only a handful of people knew it was 
for them and we just kinda went for it.” 

Food available included steak, sandwiches, eggs benedict, and bacon-wrapped 
asparagus. Further Clarion research proved that the food was delicious; the steak 
skewers at the perfect level of chewiness. 

MLA students pose for photo with Sacramento Kings players
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Trump Education Plan Favors Private Interests
By Cynthia Dominguez, Clarion Staff

Throughout the course of the recent Presidential election, the general consensus 
among the public was that the next four years would be unpredictable regard-
less of the income level. Leading up to the election, millennials active on social 
media outpoured support for Senator Bernie Sanders, yet the winner of the election 
happened to be the opposite of Sanders. Most young adults and politically active 
teenagers surged forward at the promises made by Sanders of a minimum wage in-
crease and more accessibility to free college tuition. These same young adults were 
deflated after the Hillary Clinton’s captured the Democratic Party ticket and were 
completely disgruntled with the victory of Donald Trump in the general election.

Regardless of what opinion a young adult may hold towards President Trump 
and his cabinet, it is important to know what future the Trump Administration has 
planned for Americans. This future includes the education system, which seems 
extremely uncertain with the appointment of Betsy DeVos as Secretary of Educa-
tion. Although many have critiqued her appointment to her position in the cabinet, 
DeVos, not surprisingly, aligns with many of the policies advocated by the Trump 
Administration during campaign season. 

Although neither Trump nor DeVos have officially released any plans for education 
the Trump Administration did articulate some loose goals for the education system. 
Most of the prominent policies formulated by the Trump Administration include 
expanding school choice and altering the student loans system. 

Both DeVos and Trump think highly of expanding school choice, which would 
require federal and state governments to provide funds for every student so that 
parents have the ability to decide where their children go to school. This fund-
ing would allow students to attend public, charter, or private schools without 
economic burden. The amount of money it would take to fund this expansion of 
school choice is unknown, but this funding would most likely manifest in the form 
of school vouchers, which take money given by the federal government to fund 
public schools and give them to parents. These vouchers give the parents the op-
portunity to give their students the best education they can, and promotes competi-
tion among all schools to offer the best programs to attract students. This system 
also has downsides as it undermines the public education system by taking some of 
the best preforming students, resulting in lower standardized test scores and taking 
away funding from public schools. 

Policies such as increased school choice affects students from elementary to 
high school, but there are also suggested changes in policy for college students. 
Throughout the election, Trump and his campaign team suggested lowering federal 
intervention in student loans. Trump has promoted making colleges economically 
responsible if their students are unable to repay their student debts to reduce federal 
intervention. This would promote monetary penalties on colleges if their students 
cannot repay their student debts, leading colleges to chose applicants who are 
most likely to repay their debts (usually those with a higher income), making the 
admissions process more challenging for already financially struggling applicants. 
Decreasing federal loaners would promote private loaners who usually have less 
generous payment options and higher interest rates. Nevertheless, reducing federal 
lending would be unspeakably difficult and expensive. 

The changes in education policy are still unknown to students of all ages with the 
lack of information from the Trump administration, but previously suggested plans 
and policies give an insight to the future of general and higher education. Like 
most education policies and suggestions for reform, the pros and cons of Trump 
and DeVos’ visions for the future of education are subject to personal opinion and 
priorities. 
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Library I.D. Required?
By Ariyah Armstrong, Clarion Staff

If you’re like me, you’re always busy, whether if it’s with homework, sports, home 
life, or etc. It just always seems like there’s something that needs to be done, and 
it can be really easy to forget things. Our school library (next to Casey’s corner on 
the first floor of the C building) has been receiving a great amount of backlash and 
opinions about its afterschool rule: “If you don’t have your given student ID, you will 
have to go to the office to receive a printed version.”

To some people, this may not seem like a big deal, but for others, the process can be 
very long and tiring. There’s nothing worse than going to the library, remembering 
you forgot your I.D., then getting told that you have to walk all the way to the coun-
selor’s office to get a printed version of it. Especially when the office can get busy 
and backed up with work on some days. And not to mention, you have to repeat this 
process every time you forget your I.D., which can be a tremendous waste of good 
paper that can be used for other purposes. 

According to Ms. Chandler Cooper, the after-school ASSETS library manager, this 
rule has been in effect ever since the ASSETS program started. In response to the 
reasoning for why students need to bring their student IDs in order to use library fa-
cilities, she explained, “A student [bringing their] ID is important for several reasons: 
to check library attendance after-school and to make sure students are safe. The most 
important reason is because it’s the procedure. It’s the rules.”

When asked if the rule was an exces-
sive waste of paper, the ASSETS 
library manager stated, “Yes, I do feel 
like it it’s an excessive use of paper. But 
that’s the point. It’s a reminder to bring 
your ID because I know I would get 
tired walking to the office every day. 
So the rule is meant to teach principles 
and remind you to bring your ID with 
you.” Overall, Ms. Cooper said the rule 
has brought a positive impact and an 
increase in this form of identification.

Although there has been some con-
troversy of the rule and an uproar of 
questions, I personally can now say this 
rule is only for our benefit. As young 

adults on our way to the “real world”,  it’s important that we remember things such as 
a school ID because one day, that’ll be our drivers license. And although we may not 
like or agree with this, it’s time we start acting with responsibility, because this is only 
making us smarter and wiser for the future.
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Bryant Takes the Lead to Promote Positive Student Growth
By Cynthia Dominguez, Clarion Staff

As high school students become young adults and prepare to enter the adult world, 
some lack the necessary skills to prosper. In an effort to help these students, classes like 
the ASSETS Leadership class are taught. The class, taught by Kennedy Spanish teacher 
Zachary Bryant, focuses on group projects and interactions with Kennedy students of 
ages to aid in developing students’ skills in leadership and teamwork. Along with learn-
ing these skills, students are encouraged to learn techniques to deal with bullies, how to 
plan and execute projects, and how they can play an important role in our community. 

The class extends the Common Curriculum by inviting guest speakers as often as 
possible and working with outside instructors, such as Mike McCarthy, to improve 
and create a dynamic classroom atmosphere. Events integrated into the class structure, 
such as a weekly Friday Night Live, bring more of a lively class with aid from the 
Sacramento County Office of Education. With the help of Jackie Herrera, Friday Night 
Live allows for the ASSETS Leadership class to encourage positive peer influence 
and discourage teen drinking and drug use. All of these efforts to broaden the sphere 
of instruction allow for an open atmosphere for positive interactions among students 
without an overbearing 
tone of seriousness. 

Mr. Bryant, the instruc-
tor of the ASSETS 
leadership, stepped in 
taking the place of the 
former instructor, Mr. 
Tafoya. Throughout the 
course of the class, Bry-
ant has witnessed the 
benefit of the class and 
the resultant bonding 
among participating stu-
dents. Although noting 
the slight inconvenience 
with the class being 
a seventh period and 
competing with students’ other after school commitments, the class provides a positive 
and constructive environment for student growth on the Kennedy campus. 

After-school Leadership class listens to guest speaker   
Photo Credit:  Cynthia Dominguez
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Lee Makes Drama Class Teaching Debut
By Marsiana Pound, Clarion Staff

During the first semester, Kennedy’s drama class struggled to find a suitable 
teacher for the class. However, students enrolled in the class received welcome 
news that Kennedy English teacher Donald Lee would lead drama beginning 
Monday, January 30th, the first day of the 3rd quarter. Lee only taught English 
before but now teaches both classes. Though Lee has a passion for drama, he still 
enjoys being an English teacher; his own English teacher was his inspiration. 

Lee said, “I had one great 
teacher, Mr. Pratt. He was an 
English teacher and he always 
told me the truth, straight up, 
even when it wasn’t pleasant.”  
Lee also admitted that he fre-
quently ditched all of his classes 
in school, except for drama and 
English. 

“Teaching English helps stu-
dents gain skills they need to 
express themselves. With drama 
I feel I can help students find 
out who they really are,” Lee 
explained. He makes students 
feel right at home. 

Although Lee’s rise to the posi-
tion of drama teacher was great 
news for the class, everything 
came all of a sudden for him. 
He recalled, “I wanted to teach 
drama, but I had no idea it would 
happen so quickly! It has been a 
little overwhelming!” 

Being drama teacher has had 
quite an effect on Lee and will 

continue to affect his life in the future. “I’m hoping to complete my masters’ 
degree over the next three years in Oregon in order to become a better drama 
teacher. I want to dedicate myself to creating a great program here at Kennedy.” 

Lee assured students that he will do everything in his power to continue as drama 
teacher, “Teachers sometimes don’t get to choose what they teach, but I’m plan-
ning on being the drama teacher here at Kennedy for as long as they need me!” 

Some enrolled in drama seek to pursue careers in film or theater, and those 
students are thrilled that they have such a wonderful teacher. Students in the 
drama class enjoy it and encourage others to join as well. “You should try it. It’s 
so much fun. It really helps you break out of your shell and get to know things 
about people you didn’t know. This could be the start of a new age for drama,” 
said Nina Jones, freshman, 1st period drama class. 

The class holds high opinions of him. “He makes everything fun and he makes 
you feel like you can be yourself,” said freshman Nina Jones, who is in drama 
first period. 

New Club Unites Powerful Kennedy Women
By Leticia Esparza, Clarion Staff

One of the newest clubs on the campus is Girls United Club. This club was 
started by one of our teachers, Mrs. Fugina at the suggestion of her senior 
teaching colleague, Mrs. St. John. Mrs. Fugina was chosen because of her prior 
experience working for Women’s Empowerment. She stated, “The Girls United 
Club is important, in that it raises awareness and education of women’s issues on 
campus as well as provides support and tools for young women here to support 
each other.”

Women’s Empowerment helps homeless women get the services they need to get 
themselves and their family out of the homelessness. These services help with 
housing, job training, and resume building. Mrs. Fugina received this job through 
an organization called Jesuit Volunteer Corp. She worked there for a year, spend-
ing most of her time in the early education program. Mothers were able to drop 
their children (0-5 years old) off and they were provided early skill opportunities.
Mrs. Fugina said the job was challenging but she helped the women with diffi-
culties in the their lives, such as domestic abuse, childcare and economic oppor-
tunities. It’s important for men and women to support each other in an effort to 
reduce these challenges.

Mrs. Fugina took another job in Sacramento at the California Child Develop-
ment Administrators Association and she advocated for high quality state funded 
childcare programs for low-income parents and families. They helped to lobby 
for state laws that would help increase the quality of care for single parents, 
especially single mothers. 

“We hope to reach out to the community organizations in the future to help sup-
port them at well as learn from them,” she added.  

The Girls United Club is not a national organization; it is unique to Kennedy, 
several students in the club stated. When they hold their weekly meetings, they 
pick a topic to work on for the month. They do small activities like trivia. This 
month, they drew a person and put a sticky note on the part of their body that 
they like the most about themselves. A future goal of the Girls United Club is to 
reach out to the community. Another goal of theirs is to collaborate with other 
clubs in the school because their group is still new and growing in size. The club 
meets Wednesdays during lunch in B26, all are welcome. 

Mr. Donald Lee leading drama class at Kennedy.  
Photo Credit: Valentina Duong

Girls United meeting during lunch at Kennedy.   Photo Credit:  Jazmin Flemmer

Effects of Social Media - continued from Page 1 
Social media addiction, which 82% of Kennedy students justified was possible, 
is a factor that can be the most impacting toward the youth of today because so 
many teens are oblivious to how common it is. Although it can happen to anyone, 
girls are more likely to be prone to it because they spend more time on visually 
dominant forms of social media, according to the Pew Research Center. Visual 
media makes it more likely for girls to compare themselves, leading to insecurity 
and low self-esteem. Boys, on the other hand, are said to spend more time playing 
video games, which although does not have the same effect that social media has, 
it does contribute to an unhealthy lifestyle if too much time is spent.

The evolution of social media and technology can only go deeper into advance-
ment. As the society enters into an age that fully depends on media and network-
ing, it is important that the youth of today understand the risks they are exposed 
to and when they need to limit themselves. The first form of social media came 
out 20 years ago, called sixdegrees.com. It acted as the foundation for all current 
communicative platforms. A study conducted by Pew Research Center shows that 
back in 2005 only 12% of young adults from the ages 18 to 29 ever used social 
media, but now it is as high as 90%.

Twenty years of constant technological developments and improvements can 
drastically change a society. To think of what people will be capable of doing 20 
years from now creates excitement, but also worry. It could be that the social and 
psychological issues will remain unresolved, and the society will be left in worse 
condition. However, there is also a chance that people will be able to have more 
self-control over what they do. Either way, it is good to be prepared and to know 
when enough is enough.

How to Choose Which College to Attend
By Katelyn Yang, Clarion Staff

One of the biggest problems high school students face is choosing which col-
lege to attend. It is wise to consider other colleges you may not be interested 
in and take into consideration other aspects of college life in your final deci-
sion. Some important things to think about include: the distance from home, 
the location of the college, campus life and activity, major and minor options, 
and financial aid opportunities. 

Whether or not to attend a college far away from home or close to home is 
ultimately up to you. You may want to have more freedom and to gain more 
experience away from home, but ask yourself if you are willing to travel a 
couple of hours to and from home during breaks and how often you will be 
doing so.  (continued on Page 5)
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Teacher Spotlight:  Alumni Madame Bourtoul Retires
By Aaron Soliz, Clarion Staff
  
Madame Gayle Bourtoul, one of our French teachers, has been teaching the 
language to Kennedy students for about 19 years. This year will mark the last 
year that Bourtoul will be teaching at our school, as she is retiring at end of this 
2016-17 school year. Fortunately, The Clarion was able to interview this wonder-
ful teacher before June 9th.

Not commonly known, Bourtoul 
was a junior student at Kennedy 
in 1968 when the campus first 
opened. She was a very prideful, 
joyful, and active student. She 
was in several extracurricular 
clubs such as chess club and art 
club. Bourtoul was also in the 
Pride Committee, the Couga-
rettes, and even acted in plays at 
the school. In addition, she was 
in both the synchronized swim-
ming team and the tennis team.

When her parents sent her to 
Hawai’i, Bourtoul grew to love 
traveling. After residing at Sac-
ramento City for two years, she 
received many job offers from charter companies and British cruise lines, which 
prompted her to travel more. She lived in France for seven years before coming 
back to teach French at Kennedy in 1998. Bourtoul originally taught both French 
and English until the French foreign language offerings increased. She also 
played competitive tennis for some time.

When asked what the best part about being a part of the campus, Bourtoul confi-
dently answered, “The kids, for sure.”

Bourtoul stressed that retirement is “bittersweet” for her. “Yes, I’m retiring. 
Hoorah. But I will miss teaching the kids.” She expressed that it will be a change 
for her to be able to have time for her personal interests such as art and sculpt-
ing. She will miss the campus, but can rejoice to the fact that she will not have to 
work as hard as she does.

You are an amazing teacher, Madame Bourtoul. The effort that you put into your 
students has not gone unnoticed. John F. Kennedy High School will miss you and 
your positive energy very much. Thank you for all you have done and we wish 
you the best for the future. Nous apprécions vous beaucoup.

Book Review: Eleanor & Park
By Samantha Johnson, Clarion Staff

“Eleanor was right. She never looked nice. She looked like art, and art wasn’t sup-
posed to look nice; it was supposed to make you feel something.”

When you hear the phrase “star-crossed lovers”, who do you 
think of? Hazel and Augustus from The Fault In Our Stars? 
Bella Swan and Edward Cullen from the Twilight series? Or 
the famous couple from the classic play Romeo and Juliet by 
William Shakespeare? Pretty much any teenaged romance 
novel or television show has two people who are meant to be 
together, but the universe does not let it happen. This was the 
case in Rainbow Rowell’s young adult novel Eleanor & Park. 

Set in Omaha, Nebraska of 1986, two teenagers meet on a 
school bus and spark an unexpecting romance. The story follows the point of view 
of Eleanor, a shy redhead and target for bullies, and Park, an introvert who loves 
comic books. Throughout the novel, the two lovebirds face many conflicts in their 
relationship and personal life. Growing up with an abusive and drunk step-father, 
Eleanor barely had friends, let alone a boyfriend. She was quiet and kept to herself, 
until Park came along. Park grew up in a two-parent home, but felt neglected by his 
dad because “he wasn’t the son his dad wanted him to be.”

This novel made my heart flutter and ache all at the same time. The suspense of the 
couple’s relationship definitely kept me reading. I felt every emotion that Elea-
nor and Park felt. Rowell did an excellent job on making the reader feel different 
emotions, such as anger, sadness, and happiness. The rating that I would give this 
tear-jerker is a five out of five stars. This book taught me to always love somebody, 
even if it’s not a walk in the park 24/7. 

Since the release of Rowell’s novel in 2013, it certainly seems to be the time that a 
team of writers, directors, producers, and the author herself begin collaborating on a 
film adaption. 

Eleanor & Park was an amazing read. It is a story that many bookworm romantics 
would enjoy. Rowell’s Eleanor & Park will not be a waste of your time. Go for it.

The Clarion Wayback Machine
40 Years Ago
Published in the Kennedy Clarion,  March 31, 1977

New foods Dispensed From JFK Cafeteria 
“Last week large cookies made the scene, selling 
for only 15 cents a piece. The cookies are avail-
able in three types: oatmeal, peanut butter, and 
chocolate chip. They are being sold on the cold a 
la carte line at the snack bar.”

Dance Tops Off Week
“Friday’s activities will highlight the week. 
Lunchtime will be brown-bagging-it-time-on-
the-grass for Picnic Day. Kennedy’s Jazz band 
will provide the music for the picnic. A first 
time special in Kennedy High’s history will be 
an open dance under the moon and stars in the 
quad.”

Girls’ Track Dumped by Johnson 71-9
“John F. Kennedy’s High’s women’s track team 
saw their record fall to 0-4 by losing to Johnson 
71-9 last Friday afternoon. Kennedy’s Ruth Ann 
Bray took second in the 100-yard dash. John-
son’s Lisa Brito was a triple winner in the 880, 
mile, and 2-mile run. Candy Robb of Johnson 
was a double winner in the shot put and discus.”

Break-in info May Net $100
“$100 reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of a person or persons who 
burglarized our industrial arts and P.E departments Monday morning, March 21; see any ad-
ministrators or Mr. Clemons,” is what reads on various posters displayed throughout the John F. 
Kennedy school campus. The burglar got away with an estimated $3,000 worth of equipment.”

Clarion Facts (1976-1977)
Chief Editor: Sheryl McClurg
Staff Advisor: Stephen B. Clazie
Principal: Ronald S. Morgan
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College Choice  (continued from from Page 4)
A college’s location is also important. Cities like Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
and San Diego are immensely impacted, and you may have to deal with traffic 
and high expenses daily. If you prefer warm weather, you may want to look at 
colleges in the West or South, but if you prefer cold weather, you may want to 
look at colleges in the Eastern part of the U.S. 

Another component that may affect your decision is the diversity of the college. 
If you want to go to a college with a population consisting of a certain ethnic 
group or many ethnic groups, look into colleges’ demographics. Also note the 
political side of a college if you lean extremely to the right or left. Do some 
research on the student bodies of the colleges you have in mind and weigh 
whether or not it will have an impact. Also make sure to research the student-to-
staff ratios and student populations. 
Colleges also offer many different majors and minors ranging from Holocaust 
Studies to Biology. Know which colleges offer the majors and minors you’re 
interested in before seriously considering any colleges, as even if one college 
offers a particular major or minor, another may not.

Another important area to research is financial aid. Colleges offer many differ-
ent types of financial aid and scholarships; it might be one of the first things to 
consider. Some colleges might offer full tuition coverage and some might offer 
$2,000 scholarships. 

Mr. Drotts, a counselor at Kennedy stated, “Sometimes there’s a disconnect be-
tween where students want to go and where they really have a chance of getting 
in.” He told students to think in three categories of applications: dream schools, 
possible schools, and schools you will get into for sure. He also stressed that 
students should look at private schools because student-to-staff ratios are 
smaller, which means students and teachers will have closer relationships and 
more opportunities to interact, and the sense of connection and identity with a 
private school can last a lifetime. 

Other points of research are admissions criteria, your grades and GPA, campus 
and dorm designs and facilities, and safety statistics. It would also be extremely 
helpful to talk to your counselor because they will have all the information you 
need and will guide you through the whole process; it will also ease your mind 
to have someone to talk to during these stressful times. In the end, it’s up to you 
to do your research to narrow down your choices. Start with a list of criteria 
colleges should meet and work from there, and hopefully, you’ll only have a 
handful of colleges to choose from. Good luck and happy planning!

See more Clarion photos and extended  articles 
on our web site  jfkclarion.com
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Men’s Varsity Volleyball helps Inspire Others
By Adrianna Iorio, Clarion Staff

With Kennedy Men’s Volleyball season coming to a successful start, JFK’s 
varsity and JV players impressed many with their determination and signs 
of teamwork. Varsity currently stands at 3-0 in league and 7-2 overall, Var-
sity coach Jakira Rand believes the team will definitely make it to playoffs. 

“This team has made the playoffs for the past four years,” Rand said. “I do 
not see any signs of this team slowing down.”

The varsity men’s volleyball team made a significant impact on the growth 
of this year’s volleyball program by inspiring their fellow peers and setting 
a leading example of competitive volleyball. Currently the team is ranked 
11th in the Sac-Joaquin Section and the Kennedy Cougars the highest 
ranked team from the Metro Division. 

Considering volleyball is a team sport, Rand finds it hard to identify a 
standout. 

“This program is growing and we are excited for all future accomplish-
ments of this program,” she said proudly.

Let’s Dive In
By Breanna Thomas, Clarion Staff

The swim team has become more well-known at John F. Kennedy High School. The 
team has grown significantly over the past couple of years as the number of people 
involved is still surprising. Kennedy swimmers give much endurance and encourage-
ment for their teammates who are competing, showing their enthusiastic support for 
each other and strength as a team. Joining the swim team is a great way to stay fit while 
meeting people with similar interests and hobbies.
John F. Kennedy represented us well against Florin High School by truly showing their 
passion and enthusiasm. “Our season has gone well. The swim team won their first 
league meet coincidently as the first league meet of the year,” approved Swim Coach 
Derek Perkins, who has been coaching swim for 16 years and two years at Kennedy. 
With their hard work, the team also qualified for more positions in the sectional swim 
meet compared to last year. During the 200 medley relay, where each person swims a 
different stroke, the Kennedy boys took first place against Florin.

Jordan Selvin, 
a sophomore, 
took first place 
in 200 IM, where 
he swam all four 
strokes and the 50 
freestyle. Some 
of the girls who 
won from Ken-
nedy included 
Annie Santiago, a 
senior, who won 
in the 200 IM, and 
Jazmin Flemmer, 
another swimmer, 
who took first in 
the 50 freestyle.
Mr. Perkins stated, 
“We have been 
training hard and 
are excited for 
the last month of 

the season. They did an excellent job giving pointers on what other teammates need to 
work on, and how to keep their forms perfect to improve their other techniques.” He 
added, “Being on deck with coaching is a good day.” 
Some members of the swim team shared the reasons they joined swim. Kennedy junior 
Eulia Keomany shared that she wanted to try something new this year. This is her first 
year on the Kennedy swim team. 
Kennedy sophomore Kyle Westman joined because all of his friends were interested in 
the sport. “Keep a good attitude and whatever you do, don’t worry about what anyone 
else says and do your personal best,” he assured.
Lastly, Mason Anderson, a freshman, revealed, “I choose this sport because it is less 
boring than track.” 
All in all, the team looks forward to welcoming new teammates and what is in store for 
them in the future.

Elliott Tom, 12  Tennis  Photo by Alex Ng

Cameron Lutz, 12 follows through after spiking the ball.  Photo by Sydney Takata

Kennedy Women dive in start to their race  Photo by Breanna Thomas

Jonathan Tanihana, 12 Golf Photo by Keegan Morris Luke Adel, 11 Varsity Baseball  Photo by Saeri Plagmann
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Featured Athlete: Kiana Lee
By Alex Ng | Chief Photographer

The John F. Kennedy student body is proud to hold an amazing sports 
program that features many talented student athletes, who not only 
perform on the field, but off the field as well.  The Clarion wishes 
to recognize a student that has shown exemplary talent in softball, 

Keep Try-ing Team
By Matiana Tepa, Clarion Staff

Rugby is a contact sport, a little like football mixed with a little soc-
cer, that’s played without the use of protective padding. Rugby is fun 
to play and to watch, a great way to release anger and can be pretty 
dangerous. Getting concussions while playing rugby is very common 
and multiple bone fractures are possible. It is not for the faint of heart 
and takes guts to play. JFK’s team has been coed for a while, but this 
is the first year Kennedy had a female player, a great milestone for the 
team. Malycia Hedding. Last year, Kennedy’s rugby team was just one 
win away from winning playoffs and entering the next round before 
heading to championships.

Wesley Bell, flank and eight man, explained how it feels to participate 
in the sport. He said, “The feeling you have using all your physi-
cal force, sinking your cleats into the turf, using nothing but mind 
and muscle as protection, is like no other.” The Kennedy community 
should continue to go to the games and support our 2017 Varsity 
Rugby team. 

Games are every Friday and start at 6:30 p.m. All are home games. 
Tonight there is a match against Christian Brothers. Entry is free.

Kiana Lee, who has not only been admitted to UC Davis, but has been offered a 
scholarship for her skill as well. 

Kiana started playing softball at the age of 7, and has played for the past 11 years. 
She had originally played tee ball until her dad (upon finding the neighborhood 
softball team) signed her up for that instead. Although she proclaims her ability 
to play in other positions, she predominantly excels in second base. Her pregame 
rituals include chewing a piece of gum before a game, listening to music, and 
hitting the batting box. 

Kiana received the UC Davis scholarship offer in early 2016 and exclaimed 
her delight, “It’s been my dream school since middle school.” Her reasons for 
wanting to attend UC Davis include wanting to stay close to home (although not 
too close) and Davis’ really nice coaching staff. Although many other universities 
such as Colgate, Monterey Bay, and Brown University reached out to Kiana, 
she ultimately decided on attending UC Davis this upcoming fall. She plans to 
major in Neurobiology, Physiology and Behavioral Science. Although she is not 
completely sure what occupation she wishes to go into, she commented about her 
interest in becoming a Neurobiologist or a Physical Therapist. 

Despite her current talent in softball, Kiana faced some difficulties earlier in her 
career. She was a lot smaller in her first year of high school, and she had just 
started improving on her hitting. “I stood out more this past year [2016].” 

As a freshman, she said she rode the bench for majority of the season, and in her 
sophomore year she sought to try and play on the collegiate level. The transition 
proved to be tough, but she took the extra steps to hone her skill by practicing 
her swings outside her house on her free time, or running a mile before practice. 
Her drive to become stronger and faster gave way to a love for a balanced fitness 
regimen, fitting in any type of exercise possible while doing daily tasks. The work 
had paid off in the end, and she is excited for what the future may hold for her.

Jaycob Boissonneau, 12 shown with the ball.  Photo by Matiana Tepa

Kiana Lee moving into position to make a play in the field  Photo by Alex Ng

Kaylun Yu, 9  Track & Field  (100 yard dash)  Photo by Keegan Morris Kennedy Cole, 12  Varsity Softball  Photo by Sydney Takeda
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